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Abstract
This paper reports a literature review on the topic of ethical issues in in-depth interviews. The review returned three types of article: general discussion, issues in particular studies, and studies of interview-based research ethics. Whilst many of the issues discussed in these articles are generic to research ethics, such as confidentiality, they often had particular manifestations in this type of research. For example, privacy was a significant problem as interviews sometimes probe unexpected areas. For similar reasons, it is difficult to give full information of the nature of a particular interview at the outset, hence informed consent is problematic. Where a pair is interviewed (such as carer and cared-for) there are major difficulties in maintaining confidentiality and protecting privacy. The potential for interviews to harm participants emotionally is noted in some papers, although this is often set against potential therapeutic benefit. As well as these generic issues, there are some ethical issues fairly specific to in-depth interviews. The problem of dual role is noted in many papers. It can take many forms: an interviewer might be nurse and researcher, scientist and counsellor, or reporter and evangelist. There are other specific issues such as taking sides in an interview, and protecting vulnerable groups. Little specific study of the ethics of in-depth interviews has taken place. However, that which has shows some important findings. For example, one study shows participants are not averse to discussing painful issues provided they feel the study is worthwhile. Some papers make recommendations for researchers. One such is that they should consider using a model of continuous (or process) consent rather than viewing consent as occurring once, at signature, prior to the interview. However, there is a need for further study of this area, both philosophical and empirical. [291 words]
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Introduction
The use of in-depth interviews is common in qualitative research and such studies are subject to scrutiny by ethics committees. In-depth interviews are usually semi-structured or unstructured; the interviewer has topics and open-ended questions on which to focus discussion rather than a list of closed questions. They are usually carried out on a one-to-one basis. However, they sometimes occur with a pair or small team of interviewees; for example, an interview might take place between a carer and the person cared for. The in-depth nature of the interviews lies in the intention of the interviewer to uncover details of the interviewee’s experience that would be undisclosed in, say, a questionnaire. The authors of this paper have been involved in research projects that used in-depth interviews. Our experience, and that of colleagues, is that such research can give rise to ethical issues and concerns. This led us to the question of what issues ethics committees should consider when reviewing such projects. And what questions should the researchers themselves address in setting up and running such studies? This paper is a discursive literature review on the ethical issues that researchers and academics have identified as related to in-depth interviews.

Method
Two researchers independently conducted the literature review which was completed in July 2008. The following databases were searched: ASSIA (1987-present); Cinahl (1982-present); EMBASE (1980-present); International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (1951-present); Medline (1966-present); Philosopher’s Index (1940-present); PSYCinfo (1887-present); Sociological abstracts (1963-present); and Web of Science (1900-present). The terms used were “qualitative research OR qualitative studies”; “interviews OR interview studies”;
“counselling”; “ethic(s) OR moral OR dilemma”. The Web of Science search was performed first and the search terms were looked for in all areas of the publications. This returned a large number of irrelevant articles; in subsequent searches we limited our search to title and abstract only. All were limited to English language. Some references were also obtained through serendipitous routes, such as personal recommendations and chance finds. A total of 88 references of clear relevance were returned. These were entered onto the reference database, RefWorks.

The 88 references were placed into three main categories. The first were discussion papers: these discussed ethical issues related to in-depth interviews but were not specifically connected to any research study [1-35]. The second were study-connected papers: here the authors described and discussed ethical issues arising from a particular studies that had used in-depth interviews [36-81]. The third were empirical studies that focussed on ethical issues related to in-depth interviews [82-88].

The review methods had limitations. For example, the initial examination of the papers was limited to title and abstract; any papers that discuss ethical issues but made no reference to the discussion in the abstract are, therefore, excluded. As such, this review is best seen as comprehensive rather than systematic. However, the findings in terms of the themes discussed in the literature are reasonably robust. The remainder of this paper is organised under three broad headings: themes, studies of in-depth interview-based research, and recommendations.

**Themes**

*Privacy and confidentiality*

Privacy as an issue *per se* and not simply an element of confidentiality is identified in a number of papers [4, 17, 27, 30, 31, 34, 37, 40, 50,
Interviews can delve into areas unanticipated at the outset. Furthermore, there is a danger of voyeurism and the temptation to focus on the most sensational elements of a study [47, 53] and to pick sensational phenomena to study [52].

There is a particular issue with “dyadic” inquiry, as in the case of using interviews to study issues between carers and those they care for [48] and of using interviews to study family relationships [66, 70]. Here privacy is threatened when the interviewer probes into areas that at least one interviewee would prefer to keep private. Confidentiality is threatened when the interviews reveal details between the pair that were previously secret [48].

Confidentiality is widely discussed [38, 39, 43, 47-50, 55, 56, 65, 67, 69-74, 86]. The most common threat identified is in writing up of reports and, particularly, the use of quotes [31, 33, 34]. Whilst individuals may not be identifiable to the general public, they may well be identifiable to, say, the peers also involved in the study.

Some papers discuss instances when a researcher ought to breach confidentiality in the public interest [34, 43]. Others consider the related issue of researchers’ legal or professional duties when protecting confidentiality where a crime is reported or witnessed [45, 71, 87].

**Informed consent**

Informed consent is extensively examined. The issues of privacy and confidentiality are identified as reasons for its particular importance in interview research [43, 47, 55, 57, 65-67, 72]. Whilst it is desirable for the participant to know the privacy and confidentiality “rules” before agreeing to the interview, the privacy issue suggests that this cannot be entirely assured. Therefore, some authors recommend a model of continuous or process consent, where the researcher
reaffirms consent throughout the research process [3, 25, 31]. In an interview this requires judgment: “Is it alright if we talk a little more about that?” This model of consent has been discussed in other contexts and is not without problems [89, 90]. For example, there is a danger of participants being drawn into the research on partial information and then feeling obliged to continue. The process model of consent is used in at least one case [68]. Some papers identify the difficulty of obtaining informed consent where the interviewees are from vulnerable groups [50, 56, 58, 70].

Harm

Many interviews concern issues that are sensitive; this can make interviews emotionally intense [28, 40, 44, 49, 58, 69]. They might potentially harm both interviewees [10, 15, 16, 31, 33, 49, 77] and interviewers [4, 37, 39, 45, 51]. Bereavement research is a particular example [9, 36, 59]. A more prosaic (but important) potential harm is to physical safety, particularly in some contexts such as interviewing homeless youths [47, 50, 74] or research into domestic violence [13]. Many researchers set potential harm against possible therapeutic benefit they have either noted [40, 44, 49, 66, 78] or systematically investigated [80]. However, other studies raise doubts about this therapeutic benefit [42, 46].

Sinding and Aronson point to the danger of exposing interviewees’ self-perceived failures in, for example, providing end-of-life care [68]. Their discussion brings out two important issues. One is the desire of interviewers to minimise hurt through, what they term “consoling refrains”. The other issue is more political: as feminists, the researchers say they have a desire to “unsettle the accommodations” women have to make in their lives; they want their research to expose problems and be part of the movement to change society.
The issue of “consoling refrains” is discussed by a number of researchers. There may be tension here: if interviews have the potential to harm or be therapeutic, and if researchers generally desire that they are the latter, then researchers may be tempted to switch from research to therapy when conducting interviews [38, 48, 49, 67, 69].

**Dual role and over-involvement**

Just as interviews may have a dual end of information and therapy, so the researcher may take on a dual role as scientist and therapist. This problem is widely noted [4, 7, 8, 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 30, 34, 35]. At its simplest, the researcher wants to protect the participant from harm. She may, therefore, try to bolster his self-esteem or put a positive interpretation on described events. More ambiguously, the researcher wants to obtain good quality material. In doing this she may use the techniques of counselling in order to draw out the participant. Finally, the researcher may have another role, such as social worker or nurse. She may find herself drawn into that role and away from that of researcher during an in-depth interview.

Aside from this, the researcher may simply find herself over-involved with the participant, although the researcher who reports having sex with a participant must surely be an extreme case [81]. By contrast, Tillmann-Healy’s discussion suggests that at least some degree of involvement, she says friendship, is desirable, perhaps necessary, in this type of research [35]. Tillmann-Healy goes on to ask, though, how can one develop such a relationship with a participant whom one dislikes or even one who seems morally reprehensible (she gives the example of a murderer).

**Politics and power**

A number of commentators raise the issue of power [4, 5, 10, 12, 13, 25, 31]. At the outset, the participant may feel obliged to take part in
the interview because of the relationship he has with the interviewer. For example, the interviewer may be the participant’s GP [7]. During the interview, the interviewer has some power over the direction of conversation. The participant may be drawn to discuss issues he would rather have kept silent about. Furthermore, he may be misled by the apparent counselling methods of the interviewer; as such, he may, for example, feel disappointed by the lack of therapeutic intent revealed later. In the later stages of the research process, the interviewer usually has control of which quotes are used, how they are used and how they are interpreted. Participants can feel misrepresented [33] perhaps especially where interpreters are used [38].

Comments on the politics of interviews are sparser, although it is an issue identified by feminists who often refer to Oakley’s work as a precursor [26, 38, 62, 79]. In following Oakley, the feminist researcher would seek to be on the woman’s side in the interview; this position would contrast with someone who viewed the interviewer’s role as neutral and related to data-collection only. Oakley herself characterises the two positions of “reporter” and “evangelist” and recommends the former, albeit on the woman’s side. One paper highlights the danger to the study findings of a non-neutral position [75]. Seibold comments that even a feminist-inspired interview will have issues of power during the conduct of the interview (when she claims that the interviewees had the power in her case) and during the reporting of it (when she claims that she did) [66].

Forbat describes the difficulty of avoiding taking sides in dyadic interviews [48]. And a number of papers discuss the issue in relation to research in conflict zones [37, 60, 74]. One researcher describes criticising an interviewee for denying Serbian war atrocities [60].
The issue of power is perhaps of greatest import in relation to, what are termed, vulnerable groups. Groups identified include illicit-drug users,[47, 50, 63] children and older people,[54] the terminally ill,[36, 44, 61] gay men and lesbians,[53] Muslim mothers [38] and individuals with mental health problems [56]. The precise nature of the issues related to interviewing these groups varies. This reflects the imprecision of the term “vulnerability”. For illicit-drug users it includes vulnerability to police action; for gay men and lesbians, vulnerability to attack or social ostracism; and for those with mental health problems, vulnerability to stress during the interview process.

Studies of in-depth-interview-based research
Given the extensive use of in-depth interviews in qualitative research and the fairly widespread acknowledgement of ethical issues, it is striking how little focussed research has taken place. Our review found eight relevant studies.

One study aimed to look at research ethics from the perspective of research participants and to identify their ethical requirements [82]. All 50 participants had taken part in interview-based social policy research; around 20 had taken part in research involving in-depth interviews. The participants predominantly decided quickly to take part in the studies and felt they had a high level of commitment once their decision was made. Participants’ feelings about the research were also influenced by their perception of its importance and the idea that it would make a difference. Some had concerns about the tape recording of the interview; they felt worried that this remained available for others to hear. Participants showed no aversion to discussing painful issues provided they felt the study was worthwhile.

In a second study, researchers conducted face-to-face semi-structured interviews in Australia with 30 qualitative researchers who had undertaken research on sensitive topics [83]. One of the main themes
to emerge from this research is that of boundaries: the boundaries associated with being a professional researcher (including the development of rapport, the use of researcher self-disclosure and the need for support and debriefing); the boundaries related to concerns about the differences and similarities between research interviews and therapy and counselling interviews; and boundary issues in relation to researchers developing friendships with participants. The authors discuss boundary management, including difficulties in leaving research relationships and occupational stress.

In another Australian study, 49 people with "psychiatric disabilities" received specific feedback on interview studies in which they had participated. The key message of this study is the importance of such feedback and that it needs to be tailored for the individual. The author warns that lack of feedback can reinforce negative self-evaluations [84].

The fourth focussed study is of ten experienced qualitative researchers [85]. The theme of the study is the impact of collecting sensitive data on researchers. Confidentiality, role conflict and harm to the interviewees emerge as dominant themes. Another theme is a feeling of isolation in researchers.

The fifth study is of 19 participants who were predominantly social workers who had undertaken postgraduate or undergraduate research [45]. The themes that emerge from the participants primarily are: first, the role conflict between being a researcher and a social worker; second, the exploitation of participants for the sake of, say, a qualification; and third, problems with supervision.

In another study, Helgeland asked respondents in a qualitative study their feelings at being re-contacted [18]. They were unconcerned and Helgeland suggests that current regulations are too protectionist. A
similar point is made in Faulkner’s article based on a user-led study, that is, one directed or led by health service users or survivors [86]. She notes that distress is not necessarily harm and that trying to protect participants from distress can be patronising.

A final study undertaken by Wiles et al [87-88] comprised interviews, e-mail discussion and focus groups with social researchers. The research investigated their practices in relation to informed consent and confidentiality. The researchers detected an interesting tension between regulation and respecting participants' autonomy. For example, researchers say some participants are uneasy with the use of pseudonyms and would rather own their comments. Similarly, Wiles et al note that there is no data which shows participants' views on changing personal details to disguise identities; they speculate that many would dislike it.

**Recommendations from the studies**

Many papers are cautious in giving recommendations for practice. Rosenblaat suggests that there is no single “trustworthy ethical formula” that can be applied to a qualitative research interview; ethical guidelines are co-constructed as the interview progresses [64]. In response to the “emergent” ethical issues confronting the qualitative interviewer, often it is recommended that researchers engage in ongoing reflectivity whilst responding sensitively to participants’ needs [10, 34]. Other papers, however, do offer recommendations about how to tackle specific issues.

**Privacy and confidentiality**

Richards and Schwartz [31] recommend the use of pseudonyms or initials and, where possible, that the researcher change other identifying details in reports. However, they also recognise that some participants may not wish to remain anonymous. Ensign [47] recommends that participants are informed that it may be impossible
to assure complete confidentiality, especially with narratives and life histories, even if pseudonyms are used.

The duty of confidentiality can cause conflict, particularly for practitioner-researchers and if the researcher is known to participants. Ensign [47] emphasises the importance of setting boundaries in such circumstances. Two papers which explore ethical issues in qualitative research describe circumstances where it may be appropriate to breach confidentiality; for example, unreported illegal sexual behaviours, risky and/or illegal activities, or intention to harm others or self. They recommend that researchers draw up a plan of action in the event of such disclosures in advance and inform participants of the boundaries of confidentiality; that is, what will not be held as confidential [43, 47]. Their suggestions should be set against the study by Wiles et al, showing researchers to be reluctant to breach confidentiality for reasons of disclosed illegality [87, 88].

*Informed consent*

Recommendations in relation to consent are given by a number of authors [31, 47, 59, 68, 69, 76]. These recommendations mainly focus on the importance of providing detailed information to participants about the nature of the research and the need to gain written consent. Ensign [47] stands alone in recommending oral assent/consent in research with homeless youths. Several papers argue the case for process consent,[31, 36, 59, 64, 68] but provide little more advice other that that which is common to most qualitative research; namely informing participants at the outset of the purpose and scope of the study, the types of questions likely to be asked and so forth.

*Harm*

Many papers suggest ways to avoid harm, both to participants and to the researcher [31, 43, 45, 47, 51, 59, 64, 68, 69, 85]. Minimising the
risk of researcher burn-out and safety issues are addressed in some
detail and may be summarised under the themes of personal and
group support, education and training and addressing practical
concerns. These recommendations include having formal and
informal networks of support, education and training for researchers,
and following lone-worker policies.

Richards and Schwartz [31] argue that supervision is especially
pertinent for qualitative researchers who are regarded as the ‘research
instrument’ and often work alone. Shaw [34] recommends that
research training should be ongoing and available to social workers
post-qualification. Papers that address the subject of research with
vulnerable groups, for example, the young homeless [47] and the
bereaved [59, 64] emphasise that intense supervision is needed to
protect participants from inexperienced researchers. Ensign [47]
suggests novice researchers who wish to conduct work with such
groups first gain experience in working with them in a voluntary
capacity. Murray Parkes [59] goes further and advocates that
researchers in bereavement undergo prior training in counselling to
ensure they do no harm and that their supervisors should have
advanced level of training and experience of counselling the bereaved.

Sometimes the advice offered to avoid potential harm to participants is
of a generic nature; for example, if a participant becomes distressed, it
is suggested that interviewers should use their intuition to determine
whether or not to interrupt or stop an interview [8, 31, 43, 59, 68, 69,
79, 85]. Other papers address ways to minimise exploitation of
participants more specifically; suggesting that researchers should, for
example, plan strategies in advance of data collection to deal with
potential difficulties, and abandon lines of investigation if participants’
words or gestures seem to set a boundary around a particular issue.

_Dual role and over-involvement_
Although potential conflict in terms of the duality of the practitioner–researcher role is discussed, little is offered by way of recommendation in order to address such concerns. Richards and Schwartz [31] advise researchers to disclose their professional background to participants.

**Politics and power**

Recommendations for reducing the potential power imbalance between researchers and participants are not explicitly stated. However, suggestions are offered for giving something back to participants [8]. Armitage [76] recommends that participants be provided opportunities for learning but does not state how to go about this; Finch [79] feels that it is a privilege to be allowed insight into a person’s life and this should be openly acknowledged; whilst Murray Parkes [59] and Sinding and Aronson [68] suggest such acknowledgment should be formalised in a letter of thanks and appreciation to all participants. Tillmann-Healy [35] goes further and recommends developing ‘an ethic’ of friendship in some qualitative studies, by attending to participants’ fears and concerns, active listening and responding compassionately. She offers the examples of turning off the tape recorder and cooking dinner with participants as ways to foster friendship (see also Oakley [26]).

In terms of offering advice to participants, Smith [69] argues that researchers should be prepared to ‘take a moral stance’ and justify their stance in relation to whether it is appropriate to intervene in an interview by offering advice. Murray Parkes [59] and Richards and Schwartz [31] suggest that the researcher is justified in pointing participants to possible sources of impartial assessment and support if needed. In contrast to those who argue that the interview may serve a therapeutic role [31, 59] Rosenblatt [64] suggests that researchers should avoid therapeutic intervention. Similarly, Smith [69] states that the researcher interviewer’s role is not a cathartic one.
Closing remarks and directions for future study

The review suggests that interview research shares many ethical issues with other research. However, some such issues are of particular import to interview research, such as privacy. Others take a particular form, as with the decision whether or not to use process informed consent. The review also suggests that interview research cannot be regarded simply as low risk; papers identify possible and actual harms to both researchers and participants. Similarly, there may be therapeutic benefit to set against these harms.

There are issues that are fairly specific to interview research although other forms of qualitative research may share them to some extent. These include the issues of the close relationship formed between researcher and participant, the use of counselling as a research tool, taking sides and power.

There seem to be several areas that require further study. The first is in the realm of philosophical research. The position the researcher takes on a number of these ethical issues will have methodological implications. For example, the researcher must decide whether to:

- Be relatively objective or be involved,
- Use counselling techniques,
- Seek to protect and reinforce the participant,
- Challenge the participant,
- Take heed of the sex, ethnicity, sexuality and class of the interview subject in deciding who should undertake an interview,
- Use process consent through the interview
- Use particular quotes in reporting the interview.

All such decisions may have major effects on the research data and findings.
As well as philosophical research, there are at least four areas that require further empirical study. The first is the area of the harms and benefits of interview study: in undertaking such research one would have to consider whether the researchers themselves used counselling techniques to minimise harm and whether this is appropriate. The second is the type and extent of ethical issues that arise in interview practice: the papers here give a feel for some issues but they are not systematic. Some issues may be missed, others overstated. The third is the view of the research participants: this is underrepresented in current research. The final area is the effects of being a user researcher (that is, a user of the services under investigation) on research ethics committees: for example do user researchers deal with ethical issues differently and, perhaps, more appropriately?
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